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Nonsplitting F-quasigroupsStephen Gagola IIIAbstrat. T. Kepka, M.K. Kinyon and J.D. Phillips [The struture of F-quasi-groups, J. Algebra 317 (2007), no. 2, 435{461℄ developed a onnetion betweenF-quasigroups and NK-loops. Sine NK-loops are ontained in the variety gener-ated by groups and ommutative Moufang loops, a question that arises is whetheror not there exists a nonsplit NK-loop and likewise a nonsplit F-quasigroup. Herewe prove that there do indeed exist nonsplit F-quasigroups and show that thereare exatly four orresponding nonsplit NK-loops of minimal order 36.Keywords: F-quasigroup, NK-loop, Moufang loopClassi�ation: Primary 20E10; Seondary 20N051. IntrodutionA quasigroup (Q; �) is a nonempty set Q together with a binary operation suhthat the equation x � y = z has a unique solution in Q whenever two of the threeelements x; y; z 2 Q are given. An element ex of a quasigroup Q is alled theright loal identity for x 2 Q if xex = x. Similarly, if fxx = x for fx 2 Q then fxis alled the left loal identity for x 2 Q.A quasigroup Q is alled an F-quasigroup ifx(yz) = (xy)(exz)(yz)x = (yfx)(zx)are satis�ed for all x; y; z 2 Q where ex and fx are the right and left loal iden-tities of x respetively. F-quasigroups were �rst studied by D.C. Murdoh [10℄bak in 1939. It was then V.D. Belousov [1℄ who �rst alled these quasigroups`F-quasigroups' as he showed that a distributive quasigroup is isotopi to a om-mutative Moufang loop. V.D. Belousov also noted that an F-quasigroup is aquasigroup in whih the solutions x and y of the equationsa(bx) = (ab)(yb)a = (ba)depend only on the elements a and b. In this way, F-quasigroups form a nontrivialgeneralization of groups.A quasigroup Q is alled a loop if there exists an identity element 1 2 Q with1x = x = x1 for every x 2 Q. A Moufang loop is a loop that satis�es the following



376 S. Gagola III(equivalent) Moufang identities:((xy)x)z = x(y(xz));((zx)y)x = z(x(yx));x((yz)x) = (xy)(zx);(x(yz))x = (xy)(zx):Suh loops were �rst introdued by R. Moufang bak in 1934. By Moufang'sTheorem, if L is a Moufang loop suh that x; y; z 2 L assoiate in some orderthen they assoiate in any order.The nuleus of a loop L is de�ned byNu (L) = �a 2 L ���� a(xy) = (ax)y; x(ay) = (xa)y;and x(ya) = (xy)a for all x; y 2 L � :By Moufang's Theorem, if L is a Moufang loop thenNu (L) = fa 2 L j a(xy) = (ax)y for all x; y 2 Lg :The ommutant of a loop L, sometimes alled the Moufang enter, is the setC(L) = fa 2 L j ax = xa for all x 2 Lg :In any Moufang loop, both the nuleus and the ommutant are normal subloops[4℄. The enter of a loop L, denoted by Z(L), is de�ned to be the intersetionbetween the nuleus and the ommutant.An NK-loop is a loop L suh that L = NK where N = Nu (L) and K = C(L).It was proven in [8℄ that every NK-loop is a Moufang loop. Thus any minimalnonassoiative NK-loop would be a ommutative Moufang loop of order 81. Thereare exatly two suh Moufang loops. The nonassoiative ommutative Moufangloop of order 81 and exponent 3 was onstruted by H. Zassenhaus [2℄ and theother nonassoiative ommutative Moufang loop of order 81 with exponent 9 wasonstruted by T. Kepka and P. N�eme [9℄.It was T. Kepka, M.K. Kinyon and J.D. Phillips [8℄ who solved an open prob-lem, proposed by V.D. Belousov in 1967, by developing the following onnetionbetween F-quasigroups and NK-loops.Theorem 1. A quasigroup (Q; �) is an F-quasigroup if and only if there existsan NK-loop (Q;+) with automorphisms f; g 2 Aut (Q;+) and an element e 2 Qsuh that the following onditions are satis�ed:(i) x+ f(x) 2 Nu (Q;+) for all x 2 Q;(ii) �x+ f(x) 2 C(Q;+) for all x 2 Q;(iii) x+ g(x) 2 Nu (Q;+) for all x 2 Q;(iv) �x+ g(x) 2 C(Q;+) for all x 2 Q;(v) fg = gf ;(vi) x � y = f(x) + e+ g(y) for all x; y 2 Q.



Nonsplitting F-quasigroups 377So from Theorem 1, the lass of Moufang loops that an our as loop isotopesof F-quasigroups are haraterized as NK-loops. In [7℄, Theorem 1 was also used toestablish an equivalene between the equational lass of (pointed) F-quasigroupsand the equational lass orresponding to a ertain notion of generalized module(with nonommutative, nonassoiative addition) for an assoiative ring.We say that an F-quasigroup (Q; �) is split if its orresponding NK-loop (Q;+)is split and an be written as the diret produt between a group and a ommu-tative Moufang loop. Here we not only use Theorem 1 to prove the existene ofnonsplit F-quasigroups but also show that there are exatly four NK-loops thatan our as loop isotopes of suh F-quasigroups of minimal order. By better un-derstanding NK-loops we reveal more about the struture of F-quasigroups whihinlude distributive Steiner quasigroups and medial quasigroups.2. Splitting NK-loopsIn this setion we show that an F-quasigroup is split if and only if it is isotopito an NK-loop that an be written as the diret produt between a group and aloop-isotope of a ommutative Moufang loop.Two quasigroups (Q1; �) and (Q2; Æ) are isotopi if there are bijetions �, �,and  from Q1 to Q2 suh that �(x) Æ �(y) = (x � y) for any x; y 2 Q1. Here Q2is alled an isotope of Q1.If a loop is isotopi to a group then it is atually isomorphi to that group [11℄.It should also be noted that every loop-isotope of a Moufang loop is again aMoufang loop.Let L be a Moufang loop with a �xed element � 2 L. The �-isotope of L,denoted by (L; Æ�), is a loop isotopi to L wherea Æ� b = (a�)(��1b)for any a; b 2 L. The following is a useful proposition whih was originally provenby H.O. Pugfelder [11℄.Proposition 2. A loop-isotope of a Moufang loop L is isomorphi to a �-isotopeof L.Corollary 3. If L is a Moufang loop then the nuleus of any loop-isotope of Lis just Nu (L).Theorem 4. An NK-loop is splitting and therefore the diret produt betweena group and a ommutative Moufang loop if and only if it is a loop-isotope of asplitting NK-loop.Proof: Suppose that L is an NK-loop that an be written as the diret produtbetween a group and a loop-isotope, say (K; Æx), of a ommutative Moufangloop K. In order for L to be an NK-loop, (K; Æx) itself must be an NK-loop.



378 S. Gagola IIILet C be the ommutant of (K; Æx). If a is in C then(x�1b)(ax) = (ax)(x�1b)= a Æx b= b Æx a= (bx)(x�1a)= (ax�1)(xx�1bx)= (a(x�1b))x= ((x�1b)a)xfor any b 2 K. Thus if a 2 C then for any b 2 K the elements x; a, and b assoiatein K.Now let (n1a1) and (n2a2) be arbitrary elements of K where n1; n2 2 Nu (K)and a1; a2 2 C. Sine (x(n1a1))(n2a2) = ((x(n1a1))n2)a2= (x(n1a1n2))a2= x((n1a1n2)a2)= x((n1a1)(n2a2))x lies in the nuleus of K. Hene, (K; Æx) is ommutative and L is the diretprodut between a group and a ommutative Moufang loop. �3. Minimal nonsplit NK-loopsTo lassify the minimal nonsplit NK-loops we �rst note that every NK-loopis ontained in the variety, say V , generated by all groups and ommutativeMoufang loops. One an see this from the fat that an NK-loop Q with a nuleusN = Nu (Q) and a ommutant K = C(Q) would be isomorphi to the quotientN �K�ker(') where ' is the usual map' :N �K �! Q;(g; x) 7�! gx:Theorem 5. There exist nonsplit NK-loops with an order equal to 36.Proof: Let K be a nonassoiative ommutative Moufang loop of order 81 andlet Z(K) = hi be its enter of order three. Now de�ne L to be the following set:L = f(x; n;m) j x 2 K; n;m 2 Z3g :It follows that L together with the binary operation(x; n;m) � (y; k; l) = (nlxy; n+ k;m+ l)



Nonsplitting F-quasigroups 379forms a Moufang loop of order 36. Here the nuleus of L isNu (L) = f(a; n;m) 2 L j a 2 Z(K)gand the ommutant of L is C(L) = f(x; 0; 0) 2 Lg:By de�nition, L is an NK-loop. Furthermore, L is nonsplit sine the nontrivialommutator subgroup of Nu (L) oinides with the assoiator subloop of C(L).�Let N be a nonommutative group of order 27 with Z(N) = hbi and K bea nonassoiative ommutative Moufang loop of order 81 with Z(K) = hi. Topiture nonsplit NK-loops of order 36 as quotients in the variety V let Q be thequotient N �K�H where H = h(b; )i E N � K. Sine there are exatly twononommutative groups of order 27, one of exponent 3 and one of exponent 9,there are exatly four suh Moufang loops, Q. These are in fat the only nonsplitNK-loops of order 36 sine the ommutant must have an order of 81 in order to benonassoiative and the nuleus must have an order of 27 in order to be nonabelian.Corollary 6. There exist nonsplit F-quasigroups that have an order equal to 36.Proof: From Theorem 1, there exists a nonsplit F-quasigroup (Q; �) if thereexist automorphisms f and g of a nonsplit NK-loop (Q;+) that satisfy onditions(i){(v). Here it is enough to show that there exists an automorphism f of the loop(Q;+) that satis�es onditions (i) and (ii) sine f ommutes with itself. In eah ofthe four nonsplit NK-loops of order 36 the ommutant, say K, is a ommutativenonassoiative Moufang loop of order 81 and the nuleus, say N , is a nonabeliangroup of order 27. Furthermore, Z(K) = hi = Z(N) and is of order three.From onditions (i) and (ii), f must stabilize both N and K. Note that forany x 2 K, x+ f(x) 2 N \K = Z(Q;+). Likewise, for any g 2 N , �g + f(g) 2N \ K = Z(Q;+). Sine Z(Q;+) = [N;N ℄, f must �x all of the elements ofZ(Q;+). Hene, if x; y; z 2 K are generators of K and g; h 2 N are generators ofN then the map f : Q �! Q de�ned byf(n+ (m1x+m2y) +m3z + k1g + k2h)= n+ (m1x+m1ax +m2y +m2ay) +m3z +m3az+ k1g + k1ag + k2h+ k2ah=m1ax +m2ay +m3az + k1ag + k2ah+ n+ (m1x+m2y) +m3z + k1g + k2hforms an automorphism of (Q;+) satisfying onditions (i) and (ii) where ax, ay,az, ag , and ah are any �xed elements of Z(Q;+). �Lemma 7. Every �nite nonassoiative ommutative Moufang loop has a non-trivial enter with an order divisible by three.



380 S. Gagola IIIProof: Let L be a �nite nonassoiative ommutative Moufang loop. From [3℄there exists a group N and a ommutative 3-loop K suh that L �= N � K.Sine L is nonassoiative, K is nontrivial. Let G(K) be a minimal triality grouporresponding to K. By [5℄, G(K) is a 3-group. Thus G(K) has a nontrivialenter whih is also a triality group. By minimality of G(K), the enter of G(K)ontains nontrivial elements of K otherwise G(K)=Z(G(K)) would be a smallertriality group orresponding to K. The elements of K \Z(G(K)) both ommuteand assoiate with all of the elements in K. Hene K, and therefore L, has anontrivial enter with an order divisible by three. �Theorem 8. There does not exist a nonsplit NK-loop with an order less than 36.Proof: Suppose L is a nonsplit NK-loop with an order less than 36. Sine L isnonsplit, L is both nonabelian and nonassoiative. Thus K = C(L) ontains anonassoiative subloop with an order divisible by 81. Thus, if N is the nuleus ofL then N has an order less than 27. By Lemma 7, the loop K, and therefore theloop L, has a nontrivial enter with an order divisible by three. Thus N=Z(N)has an order less than nine. The only possible nonabelian groups that satisfythese onditions are isomorphi to S3 � Z3 or H � Z3 where H is a nonabeliangroup of order 8. In eah of these ases the assoiator subloop of K intersets theommutator subgroup of N trivially. Hene, L is isomorphi to either S3 �Q orH �Q where Q is a nonassoiative ommutative Moufang loop of order 81. Thisontradits the fat that L is a nonsplit NK-loop. �Corollary 9. Minimal nonsplit F-quasigroups have an order of 36.It was shown in [6℄ that non-medial trimedial quasigroups have a minimal orderof 81 with exatly 35 suh isomorphism lasses. So from Corollary 9 it followsthat if (Q; �) is a minimal F-quasigroup that is not trimedial and not isotopi toa group then (Q;+) would have to split into N and K where K is not isotopi toa group and therefore of order 81 and N �= S3. Thus minimal F-quasigroups thatare not trimedial and not isotopi to a group have an order of 2 � 35.Referenes[1℄ Belousov V.D., About one quasigroup lass, Uhenye Zapiski Beltskogo Gospedinstitutaim. A. Russo, 5 (1960), 29{44 (in Russian).[2℄ Bol G., Gewebe und Gruppen, Math. Ann. 114 (1937), no. 1, 414{431.[3℄ Bruk R.H., A Survey of Binary Systems, Springer, New York, 1971.[4℄ Gagola S.M. III, A Moufang loop's ommutant, Pro. Cambridge Phil. So. 152 (2012),no. 2, 193{206.[5℄ Gagola S.M. III, The number of Sylow p-subloops in �nite Moufang loops, Comm. Algebra38 (2010), no. 4, 1436{1448.[6℄ Kepka T., B�en�eteau L., Laaze J., Small �nite trimedial quasigroups, Comm. Algebra 14(1986), no. 6, 1067{1090.[7℄ Kepka T., Kinyon M.K., Phillips J.D., F-quasigroups and generalized modules, Comment.Math. Univ. Carolin. 49 (2008), no. 2, 249{257.
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